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DISCRETE FUNCI’IOBI EXPANSIOIYS IM INTEGER POWERS 
A. THAYSE 
?Ms paper deveb,pa a method !lkawd on the J2udidh algorithm for expanding a diiete 
function in terms c/f the successive powers of a gbefl integer. We obtain as a particular cauc of 
this algorithm a new method for otN*ining the binary expansion f a pseudo-Boolean function. 
This paper introduces the concept of integer power expansion of a discrete 
function, that is, the expansion of a discrete function in terms of the successive 
powers of a given integer m. The coefficients of these powers are themselves 
discrete functions with range (0, 1, . . . , m - 1). These expansions and the related 
material presented here are close to the pseudo-Boolean methods that were 
extensively developed during the last years by Hammer, Rosenberg and Rudeanu 
[S-9]. The application of the material presented here is thus restric%d to the 
domain of discrete algorithms, i.e. operations research, graph theory and com- 
binatorics, etc. 
2.M4ryexpa&oulWfdfWetefIWuolB 
We define a discrete function f:S --, E as an integer-valued nonnegative 
function (see also [3D. The function f :S -+ f. will be denoted as f(x) where the 
variabie x takes its values in the set S and f(x) takes its values in the set L. It 
occurs for numerous kinds of applications that the docain S is the C’artesian 
product of n finite sets Si : 
s=s”_,~*~*xs,~s,,= %Si 
The function f : X,S, ---+ L will then be denoted as f(~c), witi x = (x, _ ,, . . . , x1, x0), 
the variable X, taking its value in the set S, = (0, 1, . . . , m, - 1) Vi. 
The discrete function f(x) has mp as a strict upper bound if and only if 
my > f(x). Moreover, if there exists at least one vert LX h of x such t’dat fo) = m p - I, 
then mp is the lowest strict upper bound of f(x) in the basis m. 
Tbcotcml. LetmPbeastrictupper bound for the discrete function f(x), then tfrere 
exist p m-ary discrete functions (i.e. p discrete functkms having m as a strict upper 
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fkumf) fpix). OSjsp-1, such that 
f(x) = 1 m’fyyr). 
i 
(1) 
Proof. Expansion (1) is an knmediate consequence of the base m expansion of 
the integer Q =f(a), L being any fixed value of x, into ET&, m’q. 
Example I. Consider the discrete function f(x,, x0) of two quatemary variables 
q E (0, 1,2,3), i = 0, 1 defined by means of the value Table 1 here below. Let us 
first consider the expansion (1) with m = 2 (binary expansion of f); the functions 
f:(x,, x,) are given in Tables 2. 
Table ;. Value table of f(xI, x,) 
0 lx”2 3 
_ 
04644 
x, 1 4 6 4 4 
EI 
2 0 5 3 0 
3 4 9 7 4 
Table 2. (a) Value table of f& (b) Value table 
of f:, (c) Value table of f: (d) Value table of fz 
0 lx02 3 
OloO 0100 
8 ; ; ; (b) 
0 0 1 0 
10000 
(a) x1 2 0 1 1 0 
1 I 
30110 
Let us now consider the expansion (1) with m = 3 (ternary expansion of f); the 
functions ff(x,, x,,) are given in Tables 3. 
Tables 3. (a) Value table of f$ (b) Value table of f:, (c) 
Value table of f: . 
0 IX02 3 
(a) (b) 
Discrete funcrion expmsions in integer powers 1-3 
Consider again expansion (1); each of the functions f r being a discrete 
function, it turns out that they may be expanded according to the scheme 01 
Theorem 1. The following Theorem 2 follows from an iterated use of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. tit nap be a strict upper bound for the discrete function f(x); given q 
integers mo, ml,. . . , mq-l, und 
my-‘k mr,_* < mp’ ir l<iSq-1, 
there are mZi pi functions fr such that 
m = h, ml, . . . , m,-J, p-l=(p0-1,p,-1,...,p,-1-1~ 
and 
(0, . . . ,O,(,)~i=(io,il,...,jq-_l)~p-l' 
Expansion (2) alk?ws us to develop several computation schemes Ior obtaining 
the expansion (1); some of these computation schemes wiIl be detailed here 
below. 
In view of the EWlide’s algorithm, there are two unique functions ql(x) ; ;d 
fo”(x) such that: 
f(x) := Wl (4 + f o”(d (3) 
where f;(x) is the c,:efficient of m” in expansion (I); moreover q,(x) is a function 
having rntpml) as strict upper bound if f(x) has mp as strict upper bound. The 
computation scheme (3) may then be applied iteratively on ql(x), i.e.: 
qi(4 = mq ‘ d4 -I- t”i”(.r), 
qp&) = f :-1b9. 
lSjSp-2, 
(4) 
If the expansion scheme (3,4) is usI=d, one says that the expansion (1) is obtained 
in a direct way. 
The function p may also be expanded according to rn@-l), i.e.: 
f&j = m @-“f,m_,(x> + ro(x). (5j 
In this last expression, fr-l(x) is a m-valued function and r,,(x) is P ?iscrede 
function having m’Cp-l’ as strict upper bound. This last function may LAUS be 
expanded in the same vay as (5) but with respect to mp-*; lthe expansion (1) is 
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then obtained in a btackward way 1)~ applying the scheme (5) iteratively, i.e.: 
q(x) = m@-‘-“‘~,m--i-2(x) + q+&), ocjcp-3, 
5--2(x) = E(x). (6) 
Clearly also the m-ary expansion of f(x) may be obtained by expanding firstly f 
with respect to ms with m ‘+’ s f; the m-ary expansion of f may then be 
completed by expanding that part of f:s ms according to the backward s theme 
and that part of f c: mS according to the direct scheme. The above considerations 
show the importance of the m-ary expansions with tm = (mpS1, mps2,. . . , m2, m). 
Example 1 (continued). A direct, a backward and a mixed evaluation of the 
binary expansion of f(x,, x,) are gathered in the Tables 4(a), (b) aad (c) respec- 
tively. The backward evaluation is based on the m-ax-y expansion with m = (8,4,2) 
while the mixed evaluation ii based on the m-ary expansion with m = (4,2). 
Table 4(a). Direct evaluation of the biiary expansion 
0 1 2 3 
Discrete function mpian&ms in integer powers 
Table 4cb). Backmud evaluation of the binary expansion 
0 12 3 
J 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 q 0 1 10 0 1 1 0 
\ 
0100 
0 1 0 0 u 0010 0 0 1 0 
fX ff 
Table 4(c) Mixed evaluation of the binary expansion 
0 12 3 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 3 _.-I 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 1 
\ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
cl 
0 0 0 0 
0100 
f3 
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From the above example one: deduces that both the direct and the backward 
evaluations of the m-ary expansion lead to a maximum computation1 time 
T(P) = kp while a mixed evaluation of the m-ary expansion leads to a maximum 
computation time T(F)) = k’ log p with k and k’ adequate constants; these bounds 
are based on the assumption of parallel processing. 
ormations on farmal representations of discrete functions 
Consider the domain of f be S = S,_, X. * - X S, X S,,. It turyls out that when n 
increases the tabular representation of f becomes quickIy cumbersome, hence the 
need for introducing algebraic representation. 
For Cc S define the characteristic (exponentiation) function xc=): S -+ (0, I} by 
setting 
P’=l if XEC, 
zP=O if xES\C. 
Furtker let xl”‘] denote the remiainder of the division of x by m, (i.e, 0 < .t-tml <m 
and.u’“‘~x(modm))and~xi=(C~) [“‘I. With these notations and with n standing 
for :he multiplication symbol we know that any discrete function may be rep- 
resented in the two following forms (see [3] e.g.): 
f(x) = c ljn xy 
i 1 
(7) 
j i 
In both relations (7) and (8)) the index i rum from 0 to n - 1 while j through the 
indices of a set of cubes. 
It is worthwhile pointing out that in several applications the initial form of the 
discrete function is the real sum of cubes that is the expression (7) (see e g. 13, pp. 
369-376-D. The main purpose of this section will be, starting with the fosm (7), to 
obtain formulas for computing the direct and the backward evaluations of the 
m-valued expansion (1) of f(r)l. 
One first verifies that the functions f? are obtained in a direct way (i.e. in 
increasing order of the index j), according to the following iterative rule: 
aA4 = fb), fOm(4 =(fwml, 
fi”(x) =.: (g#W 
Similarly the backward evaluation of the functions fy (i.e. in the decreasing order 
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of the index j) is obtained according to the iterative rule (10) below: 
gp(x) =f(s), g&) = (g,(G”“-“l, 
f” 
f-1 
(X) = B(X) - g,-1(x) 
mj-1 ’ p*jW (10) 
Assume that f(x) be given by its form (7); in order to evaluate the functions of the 
iterations (9) and (10) one must be able to fkrd expressions for both types of 
functions: 
(a) (gW)r”! 
(b) 
g(x) - (g(xPJ -. 
m w 
If g is given by (7) one immediately deduces: 
(g(X))C”l=E Zj n Xi”) (19 
i i 
which provides us with an easy evaluation of the functions (11(a)); in the functions 
(llb)), the notation “-” stands for the real substraction, so that an evaluation (Jf 
these functions requests that one must be able to obtain both g(x) and (g(x))[“] n 
the form (7). Since (g(.r))c”” is naturally obtained under the form (g), this means 
that one must be able to perform the tranriformation from the form (8) to the 
form (7). This transformation is grounded on the following observation: 
If x0, Xl,. * *,Xn-1 are n p-ary variables, (i.e. 0 c q G p Vi) and if E stands for 
the sum modulo p, one has: 
‘&( = y q - t jp[ x xb”d,y=,’ . . . xlp,i,)], 
i=O i=O j=l 
(13) 
where q means the greatest integer smaller than or equal to n(p- 1)/p and where 
the inside summation is over all CY~, . . . , CM,,._~ EN such that 
o’+l)p>CY(-J+* l l +cul,_+jp. 
Finally the expressions (12) and (13) ahow us to compute the may expansion 
of f(x) when the latter is given in the form (7). 
Example 1 (continued). The discrete function described by Tabk 1 may be given 
e.g. by a formal expression of the type (7), i.e.: 
f(x,, x0) = ~x~~*“‘x:~*~” + 2x&“-- 4x’:‘+ 4. (14) 
Let us first consider the 2-ary expansion of f(x,, x0); the functicln, fi is obtained 
by substituting in (14) “ + ” and “ - ” by @ and by computing the integer 
coefficients modulo-2, i.e.: 
fE=x, x1 . (1.2) (2.3) 
One has then successively: 
g&) = S(S) - f%i) 
= 
x0 
(l.2~x~2.3'_tx~~~_~x~~)x~2.3) (real form), 
g2(d=3(gl(+f:(4) 
= 1 _x;2+.x;;)x~2.3), 
f;(x)=(g2w2? 
= l@JC;2'@X$*h';2'3' (ring form) 
= 1 - xi2) - x:)x(12.3) +2xb’)~\~’ (real form), 
g&j = Hg2(J+T%d) 
+l',y,3)_xb"x:" 
=x(*)x(,3) =(g3(#2'=f2( j 
0 3x9 
One has thus the following expansion: 
= yOL2)$.5) + ~(x~L2’x~2.3’@xtO11) 
-t. 4( 1 @x’:‘@ X~“X~2~3)) + 8x;“x;3’ (1% 
Let us now consider the 3-ary expansion of f(x,, x0); the function fz is obtained 
by substituting in (14) “ + ” and “ - ” by @ and by computing the integer 
cneflkients modulo 3, i.e.: 
f; = 2x&1’@2x:2’@ 1
From (13) one deduces successively: 
2&“@2$’ = 2;Q + 2x’:L 3$)x’,“, 
2x$1’@2x:2’@ 1= 2xy’+ 2x:2’-3xL1)x:2)+ i
_3[x~‘)x;OJ,3) + x\2)x$X2.3)? 
gdd = w> -fixd> 
= xfOl.2)x\2.3) _ 242) + 1+ x(1l + x~0,2.3)xt2) 
0 1, 
f:tJd = kddjc3’ 
= xyx~2.3~~x~2~~ 1 ~.41q3X~o.2.3)X~2) 
= x~~.2)x;2.3) + 421+ 1 + xg) + x;o.2.3~xy) 
_ 3(x;2’x~.3.0’ + x~2.3’xCOl’), 
g2(4 =Hg,(x)-f:(xj) =x:'x:3', 
1?5 
O-6) 
4. lb5imbtion off discrete fmdons 
A large class of problems in operations research, graph theory, combliatorics 
etc. can be reduced to the followiug problem: find the set O(f) of all points in S 
where a given discrete function f(x) takes its minimum value. 
In this section we give a solution to this problem when the function f(x) is given 
by the intermediate of its binary expansion. 
Let a discrete function f : S + L; then O(f) ={;rcS 1 f(x) is minimum}. We 
define the characteristic function @(f) of f as follows: O(f) is a binary fundion: 
@(f) : s -+ NJ, 11 (17) 
such that @(e) = 1 ifI eE O(f). 
Our purpose in this section wilI be, starting with the binary expansion of f: 
p--l 
f = c 2’f+-) 
i=o 
(l@ 
to find a family of functions @i(f): 
@p=l,@p-* ,..., @I,@0 
such that <Be(f) is the characteristic function of f. 
!Starting with Qp(f) = I, and considering the binary expansion (18) of f(x) we 
COlE&UCt the successive @i(f) aS fOllOWS: 
@vfWo(fL) 
@i-l(f) = { ei(f) 
where fi+ is 
expansion of fE. 
binary function 
if @i(f)@OtfF-I) +O, 
if @j(f)@cJf~_J = 0 (19) 
which is the coefficient of 2’-’ in the binary 
Theorem (Rosenberg [9:sD. The binary functions satisfying the iterative cmwuction 
(19) are such that a,(f) is the characteristic function off. 
Example 1 (continued). Consider the discrete function f of Example 1 and its 
binary expansion (15); from (15) one deduces successively (the symbol “V ” 
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means the disjunction): 
@2(f) = @3(f)( 1 @x:2’@xy’x:2*3’) = .xy)x;“*2*3), 
I, == e2(f)(Xy)e xy).xy)) = x(12)xp3), 
a+-)(f) = @,(f)ipp = a+(f). 
The function f takes thus its minims1 value at the vertices 
(Xl, x0) = C&O)* (29 3). 
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